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Abstract. The paper is focused on some theoretical 

questions of the table databases. Two mathematical 

formalisms such as table algebra of infinite tables and 

multiset table algebra are considered. Basic definitions 

referring to these formalisms are given. This paper 

also addresses the issue of the relationship between 

table algebra of infinite tables and multiset table 

algebra. It is proved that table algebra of infinite 

tables is not a subalgebra of multiset table algebra 

since it is not closed in relation to some signature 

operations of multiset table algebra. These signature 

operations are determined.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Table algebra of infinite tables generalizes table algebra 
which was suggested by Redko V., Brona J., Buy D., 
Poliakov S. in monograph [1]. However, the analysis of 
the proofs of theorems shows that the finiteness of tables 
is not used in many cases. That is why in monograph [2] it 
was done a generalization which means under relation any 
set of tuples, in particular, infinite. In addition, every table 
correlated to a certain scheme. A table is a pair, where the 
first component is an arbitrary set and the second 
component is a scheme of the table. 

Multiset table algebra is also introduced in monograph 
[2]. In this case, under relation, we understand a multiset, 
in particular, infinite.  

The purpose of this work is to determine is whether 
table algebra of infinite tables a subalgebra of multiset 
table algebra. 

II. FORMAL DEFINITION OF TABLE ALGEBRA 

OF INFINITE TABLES 

It is necessary here to clarify exactly what is meant by 
table algebra of infinite tables. Let’s introduce the basic 
concepts of table algebra of infinite tables in terms of 
monograph [2]. 

Let A  be the set of attributes and D  be the universal 
domain. An arbitrary finite set of attributes AR  is 
called a scheme. The tuple of scheme R  is the nominal 
set on pair R , D . The projection of this nominal set for 
the first component is equal to R .  

The table of scheme R  ( AR ) is a pair Rt, , where 
t  is a set (in particular infinite) of tuples of fixed scheme 
R . The notation  1,Rt  denotes the first component of 

the pair Rt, , i.e the set t . 
We will designate a set of all tuples (tables) of the 

scheme R  by )(RS  ( )(RT  respectively), аnd the set of 
all tuples (tables) by S  (T respectively). Hence, 


A


R

RSS )( ,  ))((|,)( RSPtRtR T , 
AR

R


 )(TT , 

where )(XP  is a power set of a set X .  
Under the table algebra of infinite tables is generally 

understood to mean an algebra ,, ,PT  where T  is the 

set of all tables, 
}~,,,,,,\,,{ ,

,
,,,

1
221

RR
R

R
RR

RXRpRRRP Rt     is a 

signature,  ,Pp , A21,,, RRRX , ,P  are the 
sets of parameters. The signature  ,P contains set-
theoretic operations (union R , intersection R , 
difference R\ ) and special operations (selection Rp, , 

projection RX , , join 
21,RR

 , division 1
2

R

R
 , renaming 

RRt , , and active complement R~ ). 
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III. FORMAL DEFINITION OF THE MULTISET 

TABLE ALGEBRA 

Multiset table algebra is multisets analog of the table 
algebra. In this case, the concept of the table is specified, 
using concept of the multisets (or bags). 

Let’s introduce the basic concepts of multiset table 
algebra in terms of monograph [2]. 

As before, A  is the set of attributes and D  is the 
universal domain. An arbitrary (finite) set of attributes 

AR  is called the scheme. A tuple of the scheme R  is 
a nominal set on pair R , D . The projection of this 
nominal set for the first component is equal to R . The set 
of all tuples on scheme R  is designated as )(RS  and the 
set of all tuples is designated as S . 

The table is pair R, , where the first component   
is an arbitrary multiset, basis of which )(  is the set of 
tuples of the same scheme and the second component R  
is a scheme of the table. The set of all table on scheme R  
is designated as )(R  and the set of all table is 

designated as 
R

R)( .  

The notation ),( sOcc  denotes the number of 
duplicate tuple s  in the multiset  . Let's agree a multiset 

to write down as },...,{ 1
1

kn
k

n
ss , where ),( ii sOccn  , 

ki ,...,1 , and },...,{)( 1 kss  is a of the multiset  . 

The multiset table algebra is an algebra  ,, P , 

where   is the set of all tables, 


 


 ,
,,,,

,
,,, 2121

}~,,,,,\,,{ Pp

RRRXRR
RR

RXRp
R
All

R
All

R
AllP Rt

A


 is the signature, P ,   are the sets of parameters.  
Let’s introduce the basic concepts of multisets in terms 

of papers [1, 3]. A multiset   with basis U  is a function 
 NU: , where U  is an arbitrary set, ,...}2,1{N  is 

the set of natural numbers. 
Let D  be the universe of elements of multiset bases, 

and then power set )(DP  is the universe of multiset bases. 
Let   be a multiset with basis  domU  . Here dom  
is the range of definition of multiset as a function.  

A characteristic function of multiset   is a function 
ND : , the values of which are specified by the 

following piecewise schema:  



 


else;,0

,if)(
)(




domdd
d  

for all Dd . 
The empty multiset m  can be defined as a multiset 

which basis is the empty set. 
The 1-multisets are multisets whose range of values is 

the empty set or a single-element set {1}. These multisets 
are the analogues of ordinary sets. 

The operations over multisets are defined in terms of 
characteristic functions in monograph [1]. Authors define 
operations of multiset union 1 , intersection 1 , 
difference 1\ , which build 1-multisets, and operations of 

multiset union All , intersection All , difference All\ , 
which build multisets of general view. The Cartesian 
product of multiset  , the operation )(Dist , which 
build 1-multiset, and analog of a full image for multisets 
are defined too. 

IV. ABOUT RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TABLE 

ALGEBRA OF INFINITE TABLES AND MULTISET 

TABLE ALGEBRA 

The 1-multisets are the analogues of ordinary sets. 
According to this statement table algebra of infinite tables 
seems to be a subalgebra of multiset table algebra. Let’s 
check it. 

For this, suppose that a table of table algebra of infinite 
tables is a pair Rt ,1 , where 1t  is a 1-multiset (in 

particular infinite) of tuples of the fixed scheme R . In 
this case, obviously, that the set of all tables of table 
algebra of infinite tables T  is a subset of the set of all 
tables of multiset table algebra  , i.e. T . 

Now we find out whether the set T  is closed with 
respect to every operation of the signature of multiset 
table algebra  ,P  [4]. 

Let's start with the set-theoretic operations: union R
All , 

intersection R
All  and difference R

All\ . Let us consider 
each operation separately. 

Bases of 1-multisets 1
1t  and 1

2t  are designated as )( 1
1t , 

)( 1
2t  respectively.  

The union defined as 
RttRtRt All

R
All ,,, 1

2
1
1

1
2

1
1   , where Rt ,1

1 , 

)(,1
2 RRt T . 

Basis of the multiset 1
2

1
1 tt All  of the resulting table is 

equal to union of bases of multisets of input tables: 
)()()( 1

2
1
1

1
2

1
1 tttt All   . 

Duplicate tuples, which appear after implementation of 
operation, are not removed from the result. The number of 
duplicates is given by the following formula:   












);()(,2

),(\)()(\)(,1
),(

1
2

1
1

1
1

1
2

1
2

1
11

2
1
1

ttsif

ttsorttsif
ttsOcc All




 
where )()( 1

2
1
1 tts   . As a result 1

2
1
1 tt All  is a 

multiset and it is not a 1-multiset, as we expected. 
Example 1. The tables Rt ,1

1  and Rt ,1
2  are shown in 

Table 1 and Table 2 respectively, where  СВАR ,, . For 
tuple  aCaBaAs ,,,,,  the number of duplicates is 

2, 2),( 1
2

1
1 ttsOcc All . 
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Table 1. The table Rt ,1
1  

A B C 

a a a 
a b b 
a a b 

Table 2. The table Rt ,1
2  

A B C 

a b a 
a b b 
b b b 
b a a 

 
The result of union RtRt R

All ,, 1
2

1
1   we can see in 

Table 3.  

Table 3. The result of the union 1
2

1
1 tt All  

A B C 

a a a 
a b b 
a a b 
a b b 
a b a 
b b b 
b a a 

 
Thus, the set of all table of table algebra of infinite 

tables T  is not closed with respect to the union R
All .  

Find out whether the set T  is closed with respect to 
other operations of the signature of multiset table algebra 

 ,P . 
The set T  is closed with respect to intersection: 

)()()(: RRRR
All ТТТ  , and 

RttRtRt All
R
All ,,, 1

2
1
1

1
2

1
1   , where Rt ,1

1 , 

).(,1
2 RRt T  

Basis of the multiset 1
2

1
1 tt All  is equal to intersection 

of bases of 1-multisets of input tables:  
)()()( 1

2
1
1

1
2

1
1 tttt All   , 

and the duplicates are counted as 
  1),(),,(min),( 1

2
1
1

1
2

1
1  tsOcctsOccttsOcc All , 

where )()( 1
2

1
1 tts   . 

Every tuple, which belongs to Rt ,1
1  and Rt ,1

2  

simultaneously has number of duplicates, is equal to 1. 
The minimum number of this tuple’s duplicates in the 
table Rtt All ,1

2
1
1   is also equal to 1. 

Thus, 1
2

1
1 tt All  is 1-multisets and 

)(,1
2

1
1 RRtt All T , it means that the result of the 

intersection of two tables from the set T  belongs to the 

set T . Thus, the set T  is closed with respect to the 
intersection All . 

Let us consider the difference operation R
All\ : 

RttRtRt All
R
All ,\,\, 1

2
1
1

1
2

1
1  .  

Basis of the multiset 1
2

1
1 \ tt All  is defined as 

)(\)()\( 1
2

1
1

1
2

1
1 tttt All  . 

The number of duplicates is given by the following 
formula: 

),(),(
)(\)(,0

),(\)(,1
)\,( 1

2
1
11

1
1
2

1
2

1
11

2
1
1 tsOcctsOcc

ttsif

ttsif
ttsOcc All 










 

, 
where )(\)( 1

2
1
1 tts  .  

As a result, we get that 1
2

1
1 \ tt All  is a 1- multisets and 

)(,\ 1
2

1
1 RRtt All T . Consequently, the set T  is closed 

with respect to the difference R
All\ . 

Let },{~: falsetrueSp   be partial predicate on the set 
of all tuples. Let us find out whether the set T  is closed 
with respect to the selection over a predicate p . Then 

  RtRtRp ,,1
,  , where )(,1 RRt T . The 

selection on a table Rt ,1  simply applies the selection 

predicate to each tuple in Rt ,1  and retains in the result 

those tuples Rts ,1  for which the predicate evaluates 

to true. 
Basis of multiset of the resulting table is defined as 

follows:  
}~)()(|{)( 1 truesptsst  , 

where ~  generalized equality (both parts of equality are 
simultaneously undefined or both defined and equal [5]).  

Consequently, depending on the value of p , either all 

the duplicates of 1t  are selected or none or them, that is 
,1),(),( 1  tsOcctsOcc  

where )(ts  . Therefore, t  is a 1-multiset and 
)(, RRt T . Thus, the set T  is closed with respect to 

the selection Rp, . 

Let AX  be a (finite) set of attributes. Let us find out 
whether the set T  is closed with respect to the projection 
over a set of attributes X . Then 

  XRtRtRX ,,1
,  , where )(,1 RRt T .  

Basis of multiset t  is defined as follows: 
)}(||{)( 1tsXst  . 

Duplicate tuples, which appear after implementation of 
operation, are not removed from the result. Specifically, 
the number of duplicates is given by the following 
formula:  








sXs
ts

tsOcctsOcc

|
),(

1

1
),(),(

, 
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where )(ts  . Consequently, t  is not a 1-multiset. 
Thus, the set of all table of table algebra of infinite tables 
T  is not closed with respect to the projection RX , . 

Example 2. Let’s consider the table Rt ,1
1  from Table 

1 and find    RtRBA ,1
,, . The result is 

      1
1121

,, ,},,,{,},,,{,},,,{, RbBaAbBbAbBaARtRBA 

, where  BAR ,1  . 
Let us check the join operation 

21,RR
 . Then 

212
1
2

,
1

1
1 ,,,

21
RRtRtRt

RR
 , where ),(, 11

1
1 RRt T  

)(, 22
1
2 RRt T . In other words, each tuple of 1

1
1 , Rt  is 

paired with each tuple of 2
1
2 , Rt , regardless of whether it 

is a duplicate or not.  
Basis of multiset t  is defined as follows: 

  2121221121 ')()(|')( ssssssssss  

. 
The number of duplicates is given by the following 

formula:  
,1),|'(),|'(),'( 1

22
1
11  tRsOcctRsOcctsOcc  

where )(' ts  . 
Thus, t  is a 1-multiset. Consequently, the set T  is 

closed with respect to the join 
21,RR

 . 

Let us consider the renaming operation. Then 
  ][],[, 11

, RtRsRtR R    , )(1 RTt  , where 

\domξAid  ,  RAAsAsRs  |)(),()(  , ][ 1tRs  

full image of 1-multiset 1t  with basis )( 1t  regarding of 
function Rs .  

Basis of multiset ][ 1tRs  is full image of set )( 1t  
regarding of function RRs , . The number of duplicates is 
given by the following formula:  

  1),(][, 11  tsOcctRssOcc  , 

where )(1 sRss  
 , ])[( 1tRss  . 

In particular, the number of occurrences of each tuple 
in the result does not change, because the function Rs  is 

injective. Thus, ][ 1tRs  is a 1-multiset. Consequently, the 

set T  is closed with respect to the renaming operation. 
Finally, let's consider the active complement operation 

R~ . Then     RtRtCRt R
AllR ,\,,~ 111  , where the 

saturation is defined as 
     RtRtRtC RA

AAAAA
RA n

nn

,...,, 1
},{

}{},,...,{}{},{

1
},{

1

1121
1






. It is shown above that the set T  is not closed with 

respect to the projection RX , , that is why the set T  is 
also not closed with respect to the active complement R~ . 

Hence, the set of all tables of table algebra of infinite 
tables is closed with respect to the intersection, difference, 
selection, join and renaming and the set of all tables of 

table algebra of infinite tables is not closed with respect to 
the union, projection and active complement. 
Consequently, table algebra of infinite tables is not a 
subalgebra of multiset table algebra. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper applying the theorem-plural and logical-
algebraic methods found that table algebra of infinite 
tables does not form subalgebra of multiset table algebra 
since it is not closed with respect to the union, projection 
and active complement. Thus, multiset table algebra is not 
a wider formalism then table algebra of infinite tables.  
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